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Export credit insurance is a policy-oriented measure to promote a country’s export
through providing export enterprises with receivables insurance, risk management
and finance facility. It is a powerful instrument to realize national diplomatic and
foreign trade policies under the supporting of national credit. Export credit
insurance began with 1988 in China, undertaken by the People’s Insurance
Company of China. China’s Export-Import Bank of China has begun undertaking
credit insurance since 1995 as well. In 2001, State council nominated China
Export and Credit Insurance Corporation (Sinosure) as the only professional
policy-oriented export credit agency (ECA). The emergence of Sinosure makes
the policy-oriented finance system as integrity in China. As state-owned and fully
supported by the government, Sinosure has taken market rules since its
incorporation. Marketing skills have been understood as its sustainable
competitive advantage. Although Sinosure has established comprehensive
marketing systems, the finance function of its products has to be realized by
products of commercial banks, this is the most serious problem. So Sinosure
should not rely on bank’s help, but has to find its own way to find comprehensive
risk &amp; fund solution for its clients, which will make Sinosure the most
successful factoring company in China in the future. There are five chapters in the
dissertation. Chapter 1 introduces the export credit insurance briefly and its two
major products, Short-term, Middle and Long-term Export and other Credit
Insurance. Chapter 2 analyzes the marketing strategy within the current internal
and exterior status of the company. Chapter 3 reveals the company’s
comprehensive marketing system. Chapter 4 analyzes the system’s
shortcomings. Chapter 5 presents the one-stop solutions for its current and
potential clients.
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